PIPELINE SERVICES
Streamlining pipeline projects

HGA has all the
processes, engineering,
and construction
management expertise
necessary for
streamlining pipeline
projects. Our team can
help you project manage
the coordination of your
pipeline project and
engineer the specific
requirements, as well
as working with a wide
variety of procurement
partners to meet pipeline
construction project
requirements.

PIPELINE SERVICES

HGA PIPELINE SERVICES PROVIDES:
Right-of-Way acquisition
 Surveying
 Engineering
 Procurement
 Inspection
 Pipeline construction management


HGA MANAGES PIPELINE PROJECTS, SUCH AS:
Onshore pipelines
 Compressor/pump stations
 Meter/regulator stations
 Processing facilities
 Field proven, industry-trusted ROW experts


Right-of-Way Acquisition
We are a group of seasoned industry professionals who understand
the importance of quality and pay close attention to detail for all
Right-of-Way (ROW) projects. We combine our skill sets with the full
range of services, expertise, and rare insight to identify owners, title
research and negotiating with landowners. Clients choose HGA for our
collaborative style, integrity, and thoroughness at identifying potential
ROW problems. They appreciate the sense of certainty HGA brings to
projects as well as the results HGA produces. We make it a top priority
to add value to each project.
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Whether stand-alone right-of-way projects or fully integrated services,
our engineering and field service professionals can serve your ROW
needs, including:
 Route studies and estimates
 Courthouse research/title search
 Public agency coordination
 Project management
 Survey permission
 Land negotiating/acquisition
 Procurement
 Title research and curative
 Training
 Maintain landowner relations throughout the construction

Delivering Greater Surveying Solutions
The HGA pipeline survey solution provides high-quality survey services
to support a variety of civil engineering, construction, and infrastructure
mapping needs, utilizing the latest in geodetic technology and data
management software to assist in everything you need to boost
productivity and grow your business. Our areas of experience are
assisting clients with mapping and design, advanced material tracking,
regulatory compliance, and unique solutions that transcend industry
challenges.

PIPELINE SERVICES

Our team collaborates with yours to deliver project consistency with
on-site management, oversee facility needs, focus on comprehensive
decision support and reporting, and deliver precise, detailed 3D
technology design. Building on HGA’s industry-leading pipeline
capabilities, we evaluate potential approaches for achieving project
goals, help identify ideal technical personnel, and then deliver the
project on time, on budget.
We provide innovative and cost-effective survey and mapping services
to meet your project needs, including:
 GIS Mapping & Consulting
 Centerline Routing
 Preliminary and As-Built Surveys
 Topographic Surveys
 GPS Horizontal & Vertical Control
 Facility As-Builts
 Boundary Surveys
 Construction Layout
 Real Estate Development
 ALTA/ACSM Land Title Surveys
 UAV (Drone) Certified

Engineering Solutions to Design Optimal Solutions for your
Project Challenges
Regardless of your pipeline project scale or complexity, HGA engineers
collaborate with you to develop, implement, and design a customized

solution for your project. HGA engineering has extensive experience
in civil, electrical, instrumentation, controls, mechanical, piping and
structural engineering. Our expertise in pipeline engineering comes
with experience and local knowledge, helping to achieve your project
requirements, in terms of function, constructability, sustainability, and
safety. HGA engineering teams offer complete services to help clients
explore all options, risks and investment options with tailored, integrated
solutions. Our staff provides the expertise and understanding you need
to get a job completed—on time and on budget.
Engineering services for pipelines:
Constructability reviews
 Compressor and pump stations
 Pipeline design
 Alignment sheets
 HDD design
 Launcher/receivers
 Valve stations


Streamlining procurement and supply chain management.
HGA leverages procurement partnerships, industry knowledge, and our
supply chain network to deliver high quality, cost-effective procurement
services. Based on the client’s project or program, the procurement
team leverages our partnerships to increase efficiency, reduce delays
and lower costs.
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PIPELINE SERVICES

Our procurement team streamlines service delivery across project
operations through strategic sourcing, material management, and
contract management functions with selected third-parties. For our
clients, the procurement team offers the best prices, highest quality
materials, and lowest risk, thus reducing project overall cost and
increasing the value of the project.
Procurement resources:
Bid docs/binding agreements
 Material specs
 Inquires/bid tabs
 Expediting
 Shop inspection/factory acceptance (FAT) tests


Delivering Success and Creating Value for our Customers Through
Customized Construction Management Solutions
With extensive pipeline construction experience, our HGA construction
management services integrate all services within the project scope
to ensure that project scope requirements are met and completed on
time. HGA construction management team will collaborate with you
and be your valued partner to achieve program goals regardless of the
complexity of the project. From concept to implementation to project
delivery, project management is one of the key pillars to a successful
construction project. Our construction managers are exceptional project
managers, handpicked to provide seamless integration between all
stages of the construction process. Additionally, our construction experts
possess the engineering and construction experience to provide real6

world, cost-effective solutions to the everyday challenges throughout
the construction process from start to finish.
Construction management expert services:
Contracting strategies
 Inspection and construction management
 As-built data
 Construction specifications
 Program management (PGM)
 VistaTRAK®


About Us
Over the past two decades, HGA has built an unrivaled culture by
listening to our clients, leveraging our experience and delivering on
our commitments to an extensive portfolio of customers throughout
the pipeline industry. The HGA pipeline services team offers a unique
combination of experience and knowledge to help you assess, plan and
manage your pipeline project. With years of experience, HGA provides
pipeline service solutions that combine right-of-way acquisition,
surveying, procurement, engineering, and pipeline construction
management to help you meet your specific project goals. Everything
we do is grounded on our core values of building long-term customer
relationships by listening to our clients.
For more information on how HGA can help you with your
next pipeline project, contact your HGA representative, email
information@hga-llc.com or visit www.hga-llc.com.

PIPELINE SERVICES

Program management
Proven management expertise resulting from far-reaching
experience managing multi-billion dollar projects from both the
consulting engineering and operations standpoints.

Project management
Proven management and project control systems to manage
long distance, large diameter pipelines totaling over 2,500 miles
throughout the US.

Cost-effectiveness
One stop shop offering for field services, (Surveying, ROW,
Inspection, and Environmental Coordination), which provides a more
cost-effective and seamless approach to completing all facets of a
pipeline project.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
Hunt, Guillot & Associates (HGA) is a multi-disciplined project
management, engineering pipeline services, and program
management company which provides professional services to an
extensive portfolio of customers throughout numerous industries.
HGA works in a broad range of industrial, public, and private sectors.
Our expansive client roster includes Fortune 500 corporations. HGA
has provided service offerings in more than 30 states, Canada,
China, Mexico, and the Middle East.
In large part, HGA’s success is attributed to a philosophy centered
on a passion to help our clients succeed by aligning our approaches
for success, growing with our clients, and sharing in their successes.
HGA works with clients to provide a quality product that is on
schedule and on budget. Clients turn to Hunt, Guillot, & Associates
for our proven engineering and project management services;
our skills in procurement, construction, processes and reporting,
responsiveness, and cost-effectiveness are instrumental in our
success.
HGA offers clients extensive technical and operations knowledge
of the Natural Gas Transmission Industry. The HGA Pipeline Team
represents the “best in its class” for clients due to our:

Project delivery
Innovative project methods and tools that provide cost-effective and
quick response solutions to eliminate manhours that it once took to
perform and drive projects to success.
HGA now utilizes an unmanned aerial system (UAS) to create 3D
models of a facility, perform highly accurate surface topography
surveys, and high-resolution aerial photography to name a few.
HGA has developed tools used to generate alignment sheets and
plats within our GIS software that has provided 30-40% man-hour
savings in drawing development.

People
HGA Staffing has expertise in identifying, screening, and placing
technical and industrial personnel that will assist in the success
of your pipeline operation. HGA Staffing provides valuable industry
expertise for hard to fill vacancies.

Experience
Proven management and project control systems to manage large
programs: 450 miles surveyed with plats and alignment sheets
in 2017 for one client in West Texas, up to 8 compressor stations
at one time, completing over 50 compressor stations throughout
the US, executing 8 interconnects on aggressive schedules, and
completing over 100 interconnects throughout the US.
Meet your pipeline technical and operational objectives by
collaborating with a pipeline group dedicated to advancing your
project success.
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DELIVERING ON COMMITMENTS.
BUILDING LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS.

